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Abstract
We organize the effective (self)interaction terms for complex scalar
dark matter candidates which are either an isosinglet, isodoublet
or an isotriplet with respect to the weak interactions. The clas-
sification has been performed ordering the operators in inverse
powers of the dark matter cutoff scale. We assume Lorentz invari-
ance, color and charge neutrality. We also introduce potentially
interesting dark matter induced flavor-changing operators. Our
general framework allows for model independent investigations of
dark matter properties.
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1 Introduction
Arguably models of dynamical electroweak symmetry breaking constitute
one of the most natural extensions of the standard model (SM) of particle
interactions [1, 2]. Dark Matter (DM) arises naturally, in these models, as an
object made of elementary matter mimicking the bright side of the universe.
See [3] for a review of recent working models of dynamical electroweak sym-
metry breaking and their DM candidates. DM can arise also in frameworks
in which the new dynamics is not directly connected to the breaking of the
electroweak scale. All the models can be unified and tested simultaneously
when using appropriate low energy effective theory descriptions.
We introduce here a model independent and organized study of the inter-
action terms with ordinary matter. In this initial classification of the possible
terms we consider the following three distinct types of DM: A complex scalar
singlet, a doublet and a triplet with respect to weak interactions. The DM
candidates are color and electrically neutral scalars charged under a non-SM
global U(1) symmetry (e.g. the Technibarion number in Technicolor mod-
els). The case of a real scalar subject to a Z2 symmetry is simply deduced
from our list of terms by imposing reality of the scalar field.
The triplet states we considered have the following electric charge assign-
ment, T = (T+, T 0, T−) while the isodoublet is D = (D+, D0) or (D0, D−).
We indicate the singlet electrically neutral scalar with φ. These states arise,
for example, in Technicolor models [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12].
This work sets the stage for model independent analyses of DM types
and their physical properties. We started with scalars but our approach will
be generalized to fermionic type DM in the near future. The various DM
effective theories we introduce permit also model independent analyses of
DM-genesis were its relic density of symmetric1, asymmetric or mixed origin
[13].
This article is organized as follows. We start with classifying the inter-
action terms of the complex SM singlet scalar state with ordinary matter.
The complete classification, up to (in mass) dimension six operators, of the
independent interaction terms with the SM gauge bosons is reported in Ap-
pendix A. In the main text we show only a few terms, some of which already
appeared in model dependent phenomenological applications [4, 5, 6]. We
also classify here the interactions of the complex neutral scalar with the
Higgs in the unitary gauge up to dimension six operators. We show that a
further suppression in the ratio of the scalar mass over the scale of the DM
1By symmetric we mean that it is due to a thermal freeze-out.
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physics arises when the latter emerges as a pseudo Goldstone boson of some
higher symmetry. This is exactly the case of the Ultra Minimal Technicolor
(UMT) model introduced in [5]. Still in the main text we provide a complete
classification of the interaction terms with SM fermions including potentially
interesting DM induced flavor-changing operators.
We perform a similar analysis for the doublet and triplet complex scalar
DM fields. The summary of the interactions with the SM gauge bosons can
be found respectively in Appendices B and C.
Finally, in Section 6 we provide an application of the terms introduced in
the case of the DM singlet to direct detection searches.
2 Construction of the Effective Operators
We used the following standard strategy for constructing the effective oper-
ators:
• Identify the correct degrees of freedom, here the SM and DM fields.
• Use the intact global and gauge symmetries to classify the operators.
• Provide a counting scheme.
Using the rules above we introduced all possible, to the best of our knowl-
edge, operators ordered in the inverse powers of the cutoff scale Λ. This scale
is assumed to be the one above which a more fundamental theory of DM
emerges.
At low energies the SU(2)L×U(1)Y symmetry is broken to the electromag-
netic one and therefore we classify the operators requiring invariance under
color and electromagnetic interactions. Of course, the weak interactions are
not violated given that we use the physical eigenstates for the SM fields and
the measured couplings among the SM fields. One can also construct the ef-
fective Lagrangian directly at the electroweak scale but allowing all allowed
interactions (not only the simplest gauge interactions) compatible with the
electroweak symmetry. This alternative procedure leads to the same set of
operators at low energy given that the relevant intact gauge symmetries are
respected.
3 Singlet
A scalar SM singlet is one of the most used templates for models of DM. It
emerges in a plethora of more or less natural models. It is for this reason
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that we start our analysis from this DM prototype. We are interested in pro-
viding a complete model independent classification of the interaction terms
of a generic complex scalar2 with the SM fields. The natural framework for
this analysis are effective theories. We, therefore, first identify a new energy
scale Λ representing the cutoff of our effective theory above which a more
fundamental description arises. Since we are interested in low energy phe-
nomena typically associated to DM detection and cosmic ray production, the
low energy effective theory we construct respects explicitly only QCD and
electromagnetic symmetries.
3.1 Interaction with SM gauge bosons
In this section we provide the complete list of operators up to dimension four
describing the interaction with the SM gauge bosons. For illustration we also
provide a partial list of the operators up to dimension six. The complete list
of allowed interaction terms up to and including dimension six operators is
provided in Appendix A. The dimension four operators are:
φ∗φZµZµ , (1)
φ∗φW+µW−µ , (2)
i (φ∗
←→
∂µφ)Z
µ ≡ JµZµ , (3)
φ∗φ (∂µZµ) . (4)
Gauge invariance forbids operators with mass dimension less than six involv-
ing the ordinary photons and gluons. Therefore the first operators emerge
at dimension six and are:
φ∗φ
Λ2
F µνFµν ,
φ∗φ
Λ2
FµνF˜
µν , (5)
for the interactions with the photon and with Λ the energy scale at which
these interactions are generated.
φ∗φ
Λ2
GaµνG
µν
a ,
φ∗φ
Λ2
GaµνG˜
µν
a , (6)
for the interactions with the gluons. The interactions with the gluons are
expected to dominate with respect to the ones with the photon. Depend-
ing on the model, however, the interaction with the gluons can be further
suppressed. We can also have:
Jµ
∂νF
µν
Λ2
. (7)
2Real scalar DM candidates with Z2 symmetry are easily recovered in our framework
by breaking the U(1) global symmetry down to Z2.
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Direct detection experiments are sensitive to these operators. We do not
allow the U(1) symmetry acting on φ to break spontaneously here.
For each gauge boson field one must multiply by one power of the as-
sociated coupling constant the interaction term in which the field appears.
For example the operator φ∗φZµZµ should be understood as multiplied by g2
with g the weak coupling constant. Besides the SM coupling constants one
has also to multiply each term by an independent dimensionless coefficient
whose specific value is fixed once the underlying model of DM is specified.
3.2 Interaction with SM fermions and Dark Matter
induced Flavor Changing Operators
The possible interaction terms between φ and Dirac spinors ψ up to dimen-
sion six are
φ∗φ ψ¯ψ , φ∗φ ψ¯γ5ψ , (8)
∂µ(φ
∗φ) ψ¯γµψ , ∂µ(φ∗φ) ψ¯γµγ5ψ , (9)
Jµ ψ¯γ
µψ , Jµ ψ¯γ
µγ5ψ , (10)
φ∗φ ψ¯ i
←→
/D ψ , φ∗φ ψ¯ i
←→
/D γ5ψ , (11)
where ψ¯ and ψ are any two SM fermions such that their combination is
colorless and electrically neutral. The covariant derivative
←→
Dµ =
←→
∂µ − ieQAµ
introduces also the minimal coupling to the photon; one has to add the color
term −iT aGaµ when the covariant derivative is applied to quark fields. For
instance it is possible to have
φ∗φ µ¯e and φ∗φ u¯
←→
/D c , (12)
where the sum over the color index in the second operator is understood. It
is clear that the dark sector can break flavor universality and these operators
should be included for a true model independent analysis of the experimental
constraints. Each operator should be divided by the appropriate power of
the cutoff scale Λ.
3.3 φ as a pseudo-Goldstone boson
An intriguing possibility is that φ itself is a Goldstone boson emerging from
the spontaneous breaking of non-abelian global symmetries such as SU(4)→
Sp(4) as it is the case in the UMT model. In this case all its non-derivative
interactions vanish unless a mass-term, small with respect to the cutoff scale
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Λ, is explicitly introduced. We introduce this mass term and the DM becomes
a pseudo-Goldstone boson with the non-derivative interactions suppressed by
a factor mφ/Λ per field φ. For example we would have:
φ∗φW±µ W
∓µ → m
2
φ
Λ2
φ∗φW±µ W
∓µ . (13)
According to the new counting of the non-derivative operators the leading
dimension four operators are now
JµZ
µ and φ∗φ (∂µZµ) . (14)
3.4 DM-Higgs interaction
In the unitary gauge the interaction terms involving the Higgs (h), were it
composite or elementary, up to dimension six are:
φ∗φ
4∑
n=1
an
hn
Λn−2
+ (φ∗φ)2
2∑
n=1
bn
hn
Λn
+ (∂µφ∗)(∂µφ)
2∑
n=1
cn
hn
Λn
+
∂µ(φ∗φ)(∂µh)
1∑
n=0
dn
hn
Λn+1
+ Jµ(∂µh)
1∑
n=0
en
hn
Λn+1
+ f φ∗φ
(∂µh)(∂µh)
Λ2
(15)
where the coefficients are dimensionless and real.
3.5 DM self-interaction
DM can self-interact and therefore up to dimension six the Lagrangian terms
involving only the DM field are:
(∂µφ∗)(∂µφ)−m2φ φ∗φ+
3∑
n=2
gn
(φ∗φ)n
Λ2n−4
+
k
Λ2
(∂µ∂µφ
∗)(∂ν∂νφ)+
1
Λ2
(l1 ∂
µ(φ∗φ)∂µ(φ∗φ) + l2 ∂µ(φ∗φ)Jµ + l3 JµJµ) (16)
where the coefficients are dimensionless and real.
3.6 Interaction with more than one type of SM fields
We list here the independent interaction terms with more than one type of
SM fields up to dimension six.
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The terms involving both DM, the SM gauge bosons and the Higgs are:
φ∗φZµZµh , (17)
φ∗φZµZµh2 , (18)
φ∗φW+µW−µ h , (19)
φ∗φW+µW−µ h
2 , (20)
∂µ(φ
∗φ)Zµh , (21)
∂µ(φ
∗φ)Zµh2 , (22)
JµZ
µh , (23)
JµZ
µh2 , (24)
φ∗φ (∂µZµ)h , (25)
φ∗φ (∂µZµ)h2 . (26)
The terms involving both DM and SM fermions plus either a gauge boson or
the Higgs are:
φ∗φ ψ¯γµψ Zµ , (27)
φ∗φ ψ¯γµγ5ψ Zµ , (28)
φ∗φ ψ¯ψ h , (29)
φ∗φ ψ¯γ5ψ h , (30)
where ψ¯ and ψ are any two SM Dirac fermions such that their combination
is colorless and electrically neutral. Each operator should be divided by the
appropriate power of the cutoff scale Λ.
The full list of Lagrangian terms introduced here constitutes the first
and most comprehensive model independent study of the relevant operators
allowing a complex scalar DM candidate to interact with ordinary matter.
From the large number of terms it is clear that any recent analysis of DM has
explored an incredibly tiny portion of the parameter space in the couplings.
4 Doublet
Here we generalize the analysis above to the case of the isodoublet. We
identify the complex scalar weak doublet to be:
D =
(
D+
D0
)
, (31)
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with charge +1 with respect to a new global U(1) symmetry. We could
equally have defined a new weak doublet D = (D0, D−) to which we assign
the new abelian charge −1. We will first assume that only the first doublet
is present. Since at very low energy weak-isospin is broken, D0 and D+ split
and the operators involving only D0 are identical to the ones obtained earlier
by replacing φ with D0. Therefore we write here only the new operators.
4.1 Interaction of the doublet with SM gauge bosons
The dimension 4 operators can be divided in two types:
i) The terms involving both the neutral and charged components of D:
λD0
∗
D+W−µ Z
µ + h.c. (λ ∈ C) , (32)
(∂µD0
∗
)D+W−µ , (33)
D0
∗
(DµD+)W−µ . (34)
These terms are relevant for the production of D0 from scattering of
D+ with nuclei or from decays of D+ if the mass difference between
the charged and the neutral component is greater than MW .
ii) The interaction terms between the charged elements of the multiplet:
(DµD+
∗
)(DµD
+) , (35)
D+
∗
D+ZµZµ , (36)
D+
∗
D+W+µW−µ , (37)
∂µ(D
+∗D+)Zµ , (38)
i (D+
∗←→
DµD
+)Zµ . (39)
i ∂µ(D+
∗←→DµD+) could also be present, but being a total divergence we
will ignore it.
The complete list up to and including dimension six operators is reported
in Appendix B.
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4.2 Interaction of the doublet with SM fermions and
Dark Matter induced Flavor Changing Operators
The possible interaction terms between D+ and Dirac spinors ψ up to di-
mension six are
D+
∗
D+ ψ¯ψ , D+
∗
D+ ψ¯γ5ψ , (40)
∂µ(D
+∗D+) ψ¯γµψ , ∂µ(D+
∗
D+) ψ¯γµγ5ψ , (41)
i (D+
∗←→
DµD
+) ψ¯γµψ , i (D+
∗←→
DµD
+) ψ¯γµγ5ψ , (42)
D+
∗
D+ ψ¯ i
←→
/D ψ , D+
∗
D+ ψ¯ i
←→
/D γ5ψ , (43)
where ψ¯ and ψ are any two SM fermions such that their combination is
colorless and electrically neutral. Each operator should be divided by the
appropriate power of the cutoff scale Λ. For instance it is possible to have,
as done for the φ case.
D+
∗
D+ µ¯e and D+
∗
D+ u¯
←→
/D c , (44)
where the sum over the color index in the second operator is understood. The
dark sector can break flavor universality and these operators should be in-
cluded for a true model independent analysis of the experimental constraints.
The possible interaction terms betweenD0, D+ and the SM Weyl fermions
up to dimension six are
D0
∗
D+ eLiνj ∂µ(D
0∗D+) eLiσ
µν¯j (45)
D0
∗
D+ eLiiσ
µDµν¯j i (D
0∗←→DµD+) eLiσµν¯j , (46)
D0
∗
D+ ν¯j e¯
c
Ri ∂µ(D
0∗D+) νjσµe¯cRi (47)
D0
∗
D+ νjiσ
µDµe¯
c
Ri i (D
0∗←→DµD+) νjσµe¯cRi , (48)
D0
∗
D+ ucRidLj ∂µ(D
0∗D+)ucRiσ
µd¯cRj (49)
D0
∗
D+ ucRiiσ
µDµd¯
c
Rj i (D
0∗←→DµD+)ucRiσµd¯cRj , (50)
D0
∗
D+ d¯cRju¯Li ∂µ(D
0∗D+) dLjσ
µu¯Li (51)
D0
∗
D+ dLjiσ
µDµu¯Li i (D
0∗←→DµD+) dLjσµu¯Li , (52)
where i, j are flavor indices, ν = νL, ν
c
R and σ
µ = (I, σi). Each operator
should be divided by the appropriate power of the cutoff scale Λ. The cou-
plings of these operators can be complex.
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4.3 Doublet-Higgs interaction
In the unitary gauge the interaction terms involving the Higgs field as well
as the charged component of the DM doublet, up to dimension six, are:
D+
∗
D+
4∑
n=1
an
hn
Λn−2
+(D+
∗
D+)
(
D0
∗
D0
2∑
n=1
bn
hn
Λn
+D+
∗
D+
2∑
n=1
cn
hn
Λn
)
+
(DµD+
∗
)(DµD
+)
2∑
n=1
dn
hn
Λn
+ eD+
∗
D+
(∂µh)(∂µh)
Λ2
+
∂µ(D+
∗
D+)(∂µh)
1∑
n=0
fn
hn
Λn+1
+ i (D+
∗←→
DµD
+) (∂µh)
1∑
n=0
gn
hn
Λn+1
(53)
where the coefficients are dimensionless and real.
4.4 Doublet self-interaction
The doublet has an electrically charged component, therefore in its derivative
interactions both the partial as well as the covariant derivative appear. This
results in an unavoidable entanglement of the doublet’s self-interaction terms
and electromagnetic interaction terms. Here we show both the interactions
with the purpose to list the entire set of self-interaction operators; see the
appendices for the list of all the interaction terms with the photon field.
The Lagrangian terms including the doublet’s charged component D+ are,
up to dimension six:
(DµD+
∗
)(DµD
+)−m2+D+∗D++
D+
∗
D+
(
k1D
+∗D+ + k2D0
∗
D0
)
+
1
Λ2
D+
∗
D+
(
l1 (D
+∗D+)
2
+ l2D
+∗D+D0
∗
D0 + l3 (D
0∗D0)
2
)
+
1
Λ2
(
r1 (D
µD+
∗
)(DµD+)D0
∗
D0 + r2D
+∗D+ (∂µD0
∗
)(∂µD
0)+
r3 ∂
µ(D+
∗
D+) ∂µ(D
0∗D0) + i r4 (D+
∗←→
DµD+) ∂µ(D
0∗D0)+
r5 ∂
µ(D+
∗
D+) Jµ + i r6 (D
+∗←→DµD+) Jµ
)
+
s
Λ2
(∂µ∂µD
+∗)(∂ν∂νD+) (54)
where Jµ = iD
0∗←→∂µD0 and the coefficients are dimensionless and real.
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4.5 Interaction of the doublet with more than one type
of SM fields
We list here the independent interaction terms introduced by the presence
of an electrically positive DM charged state, beside the neutral one, up to
dimension six.
The terms involving both the doublet, the SM gauge bosons and the Higgs
are:
D+
∗
D+ZµZµh , (55)
D+
∗
D+ZµZµh
2 , (56)
D+
∗
D+W+µW−µ h , (57)
D+
∗
D+W+µW−µ h
2 , (58)
λ1D
0∗D+W−µ Z
µh+ h.c. , (59)
λ2D
0∗D+W−µ Z
µh2 + h.c. , (60)
∂µ(D
+∗D+)Zµh , (61)
∂µ(D
+∗D+)Zµh2 , (62)
i (D+
∗←→
DµD
+)Zµh , (63)
i (D+
∗←→
DµD
+)Zµh2 , (64)
D+
∗
D+ (∂µZ
µ)h , (65)
D+
∗
D+ (∂µZ
µ)h2 , (66)
λ3 (∂
µD0
∗
)D+W−µ h+ h.c. , (67)
λ4 (∂
µD0
∗
)D+W−µ h
2 + h.c. , (68)
λ5D
0∗(DµD+)W−µ h+ h.c. , (69)
λ6D
0∗(DµD+)W−µ h
2 + h.c. , (70)
λ7D
0∗D+(DµW−µ )h+ h.c. , (71)
λ8D
0∗D+(DµW−µ )h
2 + h.c. . (72)
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The terms involving both the doublet, the SM fermions and the gauge bosons
are:
D+
∗
D+ ψ¯γµψ Zµ , (73)
D+
∗
D+ ψ¯γµγ5ψ Zµ , (74)
λ9D
0∗D+ ψ¯γµψW−µ + h.c. , (75)
λ10D
0∗D+ ψ¯γµγ5ψW−µ + h.c. , (76)
λ11D
0∗D+ eLiσ
µν¯j Zµ + h.c. , (77)
λ12D
0∗D+ νjσµe¯cRi Zµ + h.c. , (78)
λ13D
0∗D+ ucRiσ
µd¯cRj Zµ + h.c. , (79)
λ14D
0∗D+ dLjσ
µu¯Li Zµ + h.c. , (80)
while the terms involving both the doublet, the SM fermions and the Higgs
are:
D+
∗
D+ ψ¯ψ h , (81)
D+
∗
D+ ψ¯γ5ψ h , (82)
λ15D
0∗D+ eLiνj h+ h.c. , (83)
λ16D
0∗D+ ν¯j e¯cRi h+ h.c. , (84)
λ17D
0∗D+ ucRidLj h+ h.c. , (85)
λ18D
0∗D+ d¯cRju¯Li h+ h.c. . (86)
Here all the λ’s are complex coefficients, and ψ¯ and ψ are any two SM Dirac
fermions such that their combination is colorless and electrically neutral.
Each operator should be divided by the appropriate power of the cutoff scale
Λ.
5 Triplet
The complex scalar isotriplet allows for new terms beyond the ones we deduce
by replacing D0 with T 0, D+ with T+ and, of course, keeping in mind that
the terms involving only T 0 are the ones for φ. The terms involving T− and
T 0 are obtained from the ones of the isodoublet by the formal replacement
of D+ with T− and keeping track of the charges for the SM fields.
5.1 Interaction of the triplet with SM gauge bosons
As we have done for the other multiplets, in order to keep the main text
easier to read, we list here only the new dimension four operator linking the
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plus with the minus components of T :
λT+
∗
T−W+µW+µ + λ
∗ T−∗T+W−µW−µ (λ ∈ C) . (87)
The complete list up to and including dimension six operators is reported in
Appendix C.
5.2 Interaction of the triplet with SM fermions and
Dark Matter induced Flavor Changing Operators
The triplet introduces the following possible interaction terms (up to di-
mension six) between the DM and the SM fermions we write here as Weyl
spinors:
T+
∗
T− e¯Lie¯Lj , (88)
T+
∗
T− ecRie
c
Rj , (89)
(DµT
+∗)T− ecRiσ
µe¯Lj , (90)
T+
∗
(DµT
−) ecRiσ
µe¯Lj , (91)
where i, j are flavor indices and σµ = (I, σi). Each operator should be
divided by the appropriate power of the cutoff scale Λ. The couplings for
these operators can be complex.
5.3 Triplet-Higgs interaction
In the unitary gauge the interaction terms involving the Higgs field as well
as both the charged component of the DM triplet, up to dimension six, are:
T+
∗
T+T−∗T−
2∑
n=1
kn
hn
Λn
(92)
where the coefficients kn are dimensionless and real.
5.4 Triplet self-interaction
As for the doublet, the presence of electrically charged components in the
triplet causes the electromagnetic covariant derivative to appear, when needed
in the interactions terms. Here we summarize the whole list of self-interaction
terms up to dimension six which do not include the covariant derivative as
well as the terms including up to two covariant electromagnetic derivatives.
In the appendices the reader will find the complete list of the interactions
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with the photon to the same order in the fields.
The Lagrangian terms including both the triplet’s charged components T+
and T− are, up to dimension six:
a T+
∗
T+T−∗T− + a˜ (T+∗T 0T−∗T 0 + h.c.)+
1
Λ2
T+
∗
T+T−∗T−
(
b1 T
0∗T 0 + b2 T+
∗
T+ + b3 T
−∗T−
)
+
1
Λ2
T+
∗
T−
(
b˜1 T
0∗T+T 0
∗
T+ + b˜2 T
+∗T+T−∗T++
c˜1 T
−∗T 0T−∗T 0 + c˜2 T−
∗
T+T−∗T− + h.c.
)
+
1
Λ2
T+
∗
T 0T−∗T 0
(
d˜1 T
0∗T 0 + d˜2 T+
∗
T+ + d˜3 T
−∗T− + h.c.
)
+
1
Λ2
(
c1 ∂
µ(T+
∗
T+) ∂µ(T
−∗T−) + i c2 (T+
∗←→
DµT+) ∂µ(T
−∗T−)+
i c3 ∂
µ(T+
∗
T+) (T−∗
←→
DµT−) + c4 (T+
∗←→
DµT+) (T−∗
←→
DµT−)+
c5 (D
µT+
∗
)(DµT
+)T−∗T− + c6 T+
∗
T+ (DµT−∗)(DµT−)
)
+
1
Λ2
(
e˜1 (∂
µT 0)(∂µT
0)T+
∗
T−∗ + e˜2 ∂µ(T 0T 0)(DµT+
∗
)T−∗+
+ e˜3 ∂
µ(T 0T 0)T+
∗
(DµT
−∗) + e˜4 T 0T 0(DµT+
∗
)(DµT
−∗) + h.c.
)
(93)
The coefficients are dimensionless and real, apart from the ones denoted by
a tilde that are complex.
5.5 Interaction of the triplet with more than one type
of SM fields
We list here the independent interaction terms introduced by the simultane-
ous presence of electrically positive and negative charged DM states, up to
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dimension six:
λ1 T
+∗T−W+µW+µ h+ h.c. , (94)
λ2 T
+∗T−W+µW+µ h
2 + h.c. , (95)
λ3 T
+∗T− ecRiσ
µe¯LjZµ + h.c. , (96)
λ4 T
+∗T− νjσµe¯LiW+µ + h.c. , (97)
λ5 T
+∗T− ecRiσ
µν¯jW
+
µ + h.c. , (98)
λ6 T
+∗T− dcRjσ
µu¯cRiW
+
µ + h.c. , (99)
λ7 T
+∗T− uLiσ
µd¯LjW
+
µ + h.c. , (100)
λ8 T
+∗T− e¯Lie¯Lj h+ h.c. , (101)
λ9 T
+∗T− ecRie
c
Rj h+ h.c. . (102)
All the λ’s are complex coefficients. Each operator should be divided by the
appropriate power of the cutoff scale Λ.
6 An application: Direct detection of a DM
scalar singlet
We now provide an example in which we show how to use the operators listed
in the previous sections and in the appendices.
In DM direct detection experiments, experimentalists search for nuclear
recoils that are compatible with scattering off DM particles. Therefore, in
preparing for a phenomenological study of DM direct detection, one has to
determine the possible interactions with nucleons. In principle we can have
different types of interactions which range from a photon exchange, via for
example a tiny dipole (or higher) moment, to an exchange of an Higgs or
Z boson, or still another particle, heavier than the DM, for the effective
description to be valid.
The phenomenological relevance of the investigation of these interactions
has been put forward in [4, 14]. In these papers it has been shown that
the interference of two or more interaction mechanisms can alleviate the
tension between the current claims made by different DM direct detection
experiments, DAMA/LIBRA [15], CoGeNT [16], CDMSII [17], Xenon 10 [18]
and 100 [19]. This phenomenon happens if the DM interacts differently with
the protons and the neutrons.
The spin-independent cross section for DM scattering off a nucleus with Z
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protons and A− Z neutrons can be written as
σ =
µ2A
pi
|Zfp + (A− Z)fn|2 = µ
2
A
µ2p
σp |Z + (A− Z)fn/fp|2 , (103)
where µA, µp are respectively the DM-nucleus and DM-proton reduced masses,
σp = µ
2
p |fp|2 /pi is the DM-proton cross section, and fn and fp are the overall
DM coupling to the neutron and proton [20].
A best fit to the data requires fn/fp ' −0.71. Assuming this value for
fn/fp, the fit indicates a DM mass Mφ ' 8 GeV and a DM-proton cross
section σp ' 2× 10−2 pb. This corresponds to |fp| ' 0.14× 10−5 GeV−2 and
|fn| ' 0.10× 10−5 GeV−2.
Within the framework developed here one can now provide a general in-
teraction amplitude including all of the relevant operators, ordered by power
counting. We find useful to distinguish between two different regimes: one in
which the dark sector, responsible for the non-renormalizable interactions de-
scribed in this work, emerges at an energy scale Λ lower than the electroweak
one, and the other in which this hierarchy is inverted. The difference is that,
in the first case, the electroweak gauge bosons and the Higgs field are inte-
grated out together with the unknown dark sector, while in the second case
one takes specifically into account the contribution of the W and Z bosons
(and of the Higgs, if light enough), and integrates out only the dark sector.
Notice that the possible interaction with massless degrees of freedom, such as
the photon, is always present regardless of the value of the ultraviolet cut-off.
6.1 Low energy dark sector
In the case the dark sector emerges below the electroweak scale, MZ > Λ &
Mφ, we can describe the DM-nucleon interactions with contact operators.
These can be deduced from the ones with quarks listed in Section 3.2; for
our purposes the relevant operators are
Lcontact =
∑
N=n,p
[sN
Λ
φ∗φ N¯N +
vN1
Λ2
∂µ(φ
∗φ) N¯γµN +
vN2
Λ2
Jµ N¯γ
µN
]
,
(104)
where s denotes the scalar couplings to nucleons (N¯N) and v the vector
ones (N¯γµN). We didn’t consider pseudo-scalar (N¯γ5N) and axial-vector
couplings (N¯γµγ5N), although they are possible, because their contribution
to the cross section is negligible respect to the one given by the operators
considered here.
We also consider interaction with the photon; being φ overall electromagnet-
ically neutral, this interaction can only arise as an effective operator. The
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most relevant operator for this analysis is the one written in (7), leading to
the Lagrangian term
Lγ = e
cγ
Λ2
Jµ(∂νF
µν) , (105)
where Jµ = i (φ
∗←→∂µφ).
Using the effective Lagrangian Lcontact + Lγ, we obtain the following DM
couplings to proton and neutron:
fp =
sp
Λ
1
2Mφ
+
vp2
Λ2
+ 4piαEM
cγ
Λ2
, (106a)
fn =
sn
Λ
1
2Mφ
+
vn2
Λ2
, (106b)
αEM = e
2/4pi being the electromagnetic coupling. The vN1 couplings don’t
contribute by virtue of the conservation of the nuclear current N¯γµN .
Since Λ &Mφ, in order to obtain the fitting values for fp and fn we need the
dimensionless couplings in equations (106) to be of order O(10−2)÷O(10−1).
Given the large number of parameters involved, it is not an issue to obtain
the right value for fn/fp.
6.2 High energy dark sector
In case the scale of the dark sector, responsible for coupling φ to the SM,
is heavier than or of the order of the electroweak scale, we must consider
explicitly the DM couplings to the heavy SM fields. In particular we will
consider the case Λ > mh, mh being the physical Higgs mass, that we take
here of the order of 100 GeV. The Lagrangian we must consider is therefore
Lcontact +Lγ +Lweak, with
Lweak = cZ1 JµZ
µ + cZ2 φ
∗φ (∂µZµ) + chvEW φ∗φh , (107)
where vEW is the Higgs vacuum expectation value. These terms have been
classified in Section 3.1. Lcontact takes now into account only the physics
directly related to the dark sector, without the contribution of the SM fields.
Once again we didn’t consider pseudo-scalar and axial-vector nucleon cou-
plings, because they give a smaller contribution with respect to the ones
considered here. For the same reason we neglect the axial-vector couplings
of the Z boson with the quarks in our calculation, and therefore we write the
Z-nucleon couplings as icZ,N N¯γ
µNZµ, with
cZ,p = 2vZ,u + vZ,d , cZ,n = vZ,u + 2vZ,d , (108)
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where again v stands for only the vector couplings:
vZ,u = − g
2 cos θW
(
1
2
− 4
3
sin2 θW
)
, vZ,d =
g
2 cos θW
(
1
2
− 2
3
sin2 θW
)
.
(109)
Here we approximated, as it is usual as long as one is concerned only with
the vector coupling, the proton p as composed simply by two up quarks u
and one down quark d, and the neutron n by two d’s and one u.
We parametrize the Higgs-nucleon coupling as mN
vEW
f N¯N h, with mN the
nucleon mass and f ∼ 0.3 [21].
We find then
fp = −cZ1cZ,p
M2Z
+
chfmp
2Mφm2h
+
sp
Λ
1
2Mφ
+
vp2
Λ2
+ 4piαEM
cγ
Λ2
, (110)
fn = −cZ1cZ,n
M2Z
+
chfmn
2Mφm2h
+
sn
Λ
1
2Mφ
+
vn2
Λ2
. (111)
As for the couplings vN1, also cZ2 doesn’t contribute to the cross section due
to the conservation of the nuclear current.
For a not too heavy dark sector, 1 TeV > Λ > mh, supposing no big difference
between the numerical values of the dimensionless couplings,
fp ' −cZ1cZ,p
M2Z
+
sp
Λ
1
2Mφ
, (112)
fn ' −cZ1cZ,n
M2Z
+
sn
Λ
1
2Mφ
, (113)
and the couplings need to be of order O(10−1) in order to fit the experimental
data. Also in this case it is possible to obtain the fitting value for fn/fp
(notice that cZ,p and cZ,n have opposite sign, and that also sp, sn can differ
by the sign).
For a heavier dark sector Λ > 1 TeV, instead,
fp ' −cZ1cZ,p
M2Z
fn ' −cZ1cZ,n
M2Z
, (114)
so that if cZ1 6= 0 it is not possible to fit the data, since fn/fp ' cZ,n/cZ,p '
−10. The only possibility is for the DM not to be coupled to the Z boson.
In this case, for Λ < 10 TeV the scattering amplitude due to the contact
operator is comparable to the one due to Higgs exchange (still in the as-
sumption that mh ∼ 100 GeV), and therefore there is still a possibility to
get fn/fp ∼ −0.71. For larger Λ, instead, getting this value is only possible
if also the DM coupling to the Higgs is 0, i.e. if the DM couples to quarks
only via dark interactions.
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7 Conclusions
We classified the effective (self)interaction terms for complex scalars assumed
to be dark matter candidates which are either an isosinglet, isodoublet or an
isotriplet with respect to the weak interactions. The list of the operators
has been performed ordering them in the number of derivatives and inverse
powers of the DM cutoff scale. We only assumed Lorentz invariance, color and
charge neutrality. Our framework allows for future true model independent
investigations of dark matter properties.
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Appendix
A Singlet’s Interaction Terms with SM Gauge
Bosons
We list here all possible hermitian interaction terms of φ with the SM gauge
bosons preserving Lorentz invariance, electric charge and color gauge sym-
metry up to dimension (D) six in the mass. We introduce a number under
the column indicated by n which below the table we use to construct explicit
relations among the operators. Note that we have not ordered the num-
bers given that they are just labels. When needed we have also combined
operators directly in the table.
To insure invariance under U(1)EM and SU(3)c the photon and gluon
fields can only enter the Lagrangian in the form of field strength terms and co-
variant derivatives. Consider that the photon field strength is gauge-neutral
and hence its covariant derivative3 coincides with its ordinary derivative.
A.1 Interaction with gluons
The possible terms involving gluon fields are
n D − 4 term
2 φ∗φGaµνG
µν
a
2 φ∗φGaµνG˜
µν
a
where G˜µνa ≡ εµνρσGaρσ and Gaρσ is the gluon field strength.
A.2 Interaction with photons only
In the same way the possible terms involving only photon fields are
3We recall that for a generic gauge group the covariant derivative of the field strength
Gµν is DρGµν = ∂ρGµν + [Gρ, Gµν ] where Gρ is the non-abelian gauge field.
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n D − 4 term
2 φ∗φF µνFµν
2 φ∗φFµνF˜ µν
2 Jµ(∂νF
µν)
where
F˜ µν ≡ εµνρσFρσ , with Fρσ the photon field strength, and
Jµ ≡ i φ∗←→∂µφ ≡ i [φ∗(∂µφ)− (∂µφ∗)φ] .
A.3 Interaction with electroweak gauge bosons W , Z
and A
We can divide the remaining couplings into three classes with regard to the
number of derivatives.
A.3.1 With no derivatives
n D − 4 term
0 φ∗φZµZµ
0 φ∗φW+µW−µ
2 φ∗φZµZµZνZν
2 φ∗φZµZµW+νW−ν
2 φ∗φZµZνW+µ W
−
ν
2 φ∗φW+µW−µ W
+νW−ν
2 φ∗φW+µW+µ W
−νW−ν
A.3.2 With one derivative
We define
v±µν ≡ W+µW−ν ±W+ν W−µ , (115)
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on which the hermitian conjugation acts just exchanging the indices.
w±1 ν ≡ (DµW+µ)W−ν ±W+ν (DµW−µ) , w±2 ν ≡ W+µ (DµW−ν )±(DµW+ν )W−µ ,
(116)
such that v+
µ
ν , w
+
i ν are hermitian while v
−µ
ν , w
−
i ν are anti-hermitian. These
composite operators are electrically neutral, so the superscript sign does not
represent their electric charge. The operators satisfy the following relations:
w±1 ν +w
±
2 ν = ∂µv
±µ
ν , w
±
1 ν −w±2 ν = W−ν
←→
DµW
+µ ∓W−µ←→DµW+ν . (117)
n D − 4 term
0 JµZ
µ
0 φ∗φ (∂µZµ)
2 Jµ Z
µZνZν
21 2 ∂µ(φ
∗φ)ZµZνZν
22 2 φ∗φ (∂µZµ)ZνZν
23 2 φ∗φZµ (∂µZν)Zν
2 JµZ
µW+νW−ν
31 2 ∂µ(φ
∗φ)ZµW+νW−ν
32 2 φ∗φ(∂µZµ)W+νW−ν
33 2 φ∗φZµ∂µ(W+νW−ν )
2 i φ∗φZµ (W−ν
←→
DµW+ν)
1 2 i [φ∗(∂µφ)ZνW+µW−ν − (∂µφ∗)φZνW+ν W−µ]
2 2 i [φ∗(∂µφ)ZνW+ν W
−µ − (∂µφ∗)φZνW+µW−ν ]
1 + 2 2 JµZ
νv+
µ
ν
1− 2 2 i ∂µ(φ∗φ)Zνv−µν
3 2 φ∗(∂µφ)ZνW+µW−ν + (∂µφ
∗)φZνW+ν W
−µ
4 2 φ∗(∂µφ)ZνW+ν W
−µ + (∂µφ∗)φZνW+µW−ν
3 + 4 2 ∂µ(φ
∗φ)Zνv+µν
4− 3 2 i JµZνv−µν
9 2 i φ∗φ (∂µZν)v−
µ
ν
23
10 2 φ∗φ (∂µZν)v+
µ
ν
5 2 i φ∗φZνw−1 ν
6 2 i φ∗φZνw−2 ν
5 + 6 2 i φ∗φZν(∂µv−
µ
ν )
6− 5 2 i φ∗φZν (W+µ←→DµW−ν −W−µ
←→
DµW+ν )
7 2 φ∗φZνw+1 ν
8 2 φ∗φZνw+2 ν
7 + 8 2 φ∗φZν(∂µv+
µ
ν )
8− 7 2 φ∗φZν (W+µ←→DµW−ν +W−µ
←→
DµW+ν )
2 i εµνρσJµZνW
+
ρ W
−
σ
11 2 i εµνρσ∂µ(φ
∗φ)ZνW+ρ W
−
σ
12 2 i εµνρσφ∗φ (∂µZν)W+ρ W
−
σ
13 2 i εµνρσφ∗φZν ∂µ(W+ρ W
−
σ )
2 εµνρσφ∗φZν (W+ρ
←→
DµW−σ )
2 i φ∗φFµνW+µW−ν
2 i φ∗φ F˜µνW+µW−ν
Not all the operators are independent. In fact the following linear com-
binations amount to total derivatives:
(3 + 4) + (7 + 8) + 10
(1− 2) + (5 + 6) + 9
11 + 12 + 13
21 + 22 + 2 ∗ 23
31 + 32 + 33.
A.3.3 With two derivatives
We can divide these terms in three lists, depending on which gauge boson
participates in the interaction term.
A.3.4 Couplings to a photon and a Z boson
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n D − 4 term
2 JµF
µνZν
2 JµF˜
µνZν
1 2 ∂µ(φ
∗φ)F µνZν
2 2 φ∗φ (∂µF µν)Zν
3 2 φ∗φF µν (∂µZν)
1˜ 2 ∂µ(φ
∗φ) F˜ µνZν
3˜ 2 φ∗φ F˜ µν (∂µZν)
where the following combinations are total derivatives and therefore vanish:
1 + 2 + 3
1˜ + 3˜, due to the fact that ∂µF˜
µν = 0.
A.3.5 Couplings to two Z bosons
n D − 4 term
1 2 (∂µφ∗)(∂µφ)ZνZν
2 2 [(∂µ∂µφ
∗)φ+ φ∗(∂µ∂µφ)]ZνZν
11 2
−i [(∂µ∂µφ∗)φ− φ∗(∂µ∂µφ)]ZνZν
= (∂µJ
µ)ZνZν
2 ∗ 1 + 2 2 ∂µ∂µ(φ∗φ)ZνZν
3 2 (∂µφ
∗)(∂νφ)ZµZν
4 2 [(∂µ∂νφ
∗)φ+ φ∗(∂µ∂νφ)]ZµZν
12 2
−i [(∂µ∂νφ∗)φ− φ∗(∂µ∂νφ)]ZµZν
= (∂µJν)Z
µZν
2 ∗ 3 + 4 2 ∂µ∂ν(φ∗φ)ZµZν
5 2 ∂µ(φ∗φ) (∂µZν)Zν
6 2 ∂µ(φ
∗φ) (∂νZµ)Zν
7 2 ∂µ(φ
∗φ) (∂νZν)Zµ
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6 + 7 2 ∂µ(φ
∗φ) ∂ν(ZµZν)
7− 6 2 ∂µ(φ∗φ) (Zµ←→∂ν Zν)
8 2 Jµ (∂µZ
ν)Zν
9 2 Jµ (∂νZ
µ)Zν
10 2 Jµ (∂νZ
ν)Zµ
9 + 10 2 Jµ ∂ν(Z
µZν)
10− 9 2 Jµ (Zµ←→∂ν Zν)
13 2 φ∗φ (∂µZµ) (∂νZν)
14 2 φ∗φ (∂µZν) (∂νZµ)
15 2 φ∗φ (∂µZν) (∂µZν)
16 2 φ∗φ (∂µ∂νZµ)Zν
17 2 φ∗φ (∂µ∂µZν)Zν
2 ∗ (15 + 17) 2 φ∗φ ∂µ∂µ(ZνZν)
13 + 14+
2 φ∗φ ∂µ∂ν(ZµZν)
+2 ∗ 16
where the following combinations are total derivatives:
(2 ∗ 1 + 2) + 2 ∗ 5
(2 ∗ 3 + 4) + (6 + 7)
(6 + 7) + (13 + 14 + 2 ∗ 16)
2 ∗ 1 + 2 + 2 ∗ 5
2 ∗ 5 + 2 ∗ (15 + 17)
11 + 2 ∗ 8
12 + (9 + 10)
It is amusing to note that the following relations hold:
(2 ∗ 3 + 4) + 2 ∗ (6 + 7) + (13 + 14 + 2 ∗ 16) = ∂µ∂ν(φ∗φZµZν)
and
2 ∗ 1 + 2 + 2 ∗ (2 ∗ 5) + 2 ∗ (15 + 17) = ∂µ∂µ(φ∗φZνZν).
A.3.6 Coupling to two W bosons plus photons
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n D − 4 term
1 2 (∂µφ∗)(∂µφ)W+νW−ν
2 2 [(∂µ∂µφ
∗)φ+ φ∗(∂µ∂µφ)]W+νW−ν
11 2
−i [(∂µ∂µφ∗)φ− φ∗(∂µ∂µφ)]W+νW−ν
= (∂µJ
µ)W+νW−ν
2 ∗ 1 + 2 2 ∂µ∂µ(φ∗φ)W+νW−ν
3a 2 (∂µφ
∗)(∂νφ)W+µW−ν
3b 2 (∂µφ
∗)(∂νφ)W+νW−µ
3a + 3b 2 (∂µφ
∗)(∂νφ) v+µν
3a− 3b 2 (∂µφ∗)(∂νφ) v−µν = − i2 (∂µJν) v−µν
4 2 [(∂µ∂νφ
∗)φ+ φ∗(∂µ∂νφ)]W+µW−ν
12 2
(∂µJ
ν) v+
µ
ν =
−2 i [(∂µ∂νφ∗)φ− φ∗(∂µ∂νφ)]W+µW−ν
3a + 3b + 4 2 ∂µ∂ν(φ
∗φ)W+µW−ν
5a 2 ∂µ(φ∗φ) ∂µ(W+νW−ν )
5b 2 i ∂µ(φ∗φ) (W−ν
←→
DµW+ν )
6a 2 ∂ν(φ∗φ)w+1 ν
6b 2 i ∂ν(φ∗φ)w−1 ν
7a 2 ∂ν(φ∗φ)w+2 ν
7b 2 i ∂ν(φ∗φ)w−2 ν
6a + 7a 2 ∂ν(φ∗φ) (∂µv+
µ
ν )
6a− 7a 2 ∂ν(φ∗φ) (W−ν
←→
DµW+µ −W−µ←→DµW+ν )
6b + 7b 2 i ∂ν(φ∗φ) (∂µv−
µ
ν )
6b− 7b 2 i ∂ν(φ∗φ) (W−ν
←→
DµW+µ +W−µ
←→
DµW+ν )
8a 2 Jµ∂µ(W
+νW−ν )
8b 2 i Jµ (W−ν
←→
DµW+ν )
9a 2 Jνw+1 ν
9b 2 i Jνw−1 ν
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10a 2 Jνw+2 ν
10b 2 i Jνw−2 ν
9a + 10a 2 Jν (∂µv
+µ
ν )
9a− 10a 2 Jν (W−ν
←→
DµW+µ −W−µ←→DµW+ν )
9b + 10b 2 i Jν (∂µv
−µ
ν )
9b− 10b 2 i Jν (W−ν
←→
DµW+µ +W−µ
←→
DµW+ν )
13 2 φ∗φ (DµW+µ) (DνW−ν)
14 2 φ∗φ (DµW+ν) (DνW−µ)
15 2 φ∗φ (DµW+ν) (DµW−ν )
16a 2 φ∗φ [(DµDνW+µ)W−ν +W+µ (DµDνW−ν)]
16b 2
2 i φ∗φ [(DµDνW+µ)W−ν −W+µ (DµDνW−ν)]
= i φ∗φ ∂µ(W−ν
←→
DνW+µ +W−µ
←→
DνW+ν)
= i φ∗φ ∂ν(w−2 ν −w−1 ν)
17a 2 φ∗φ [(DµDµW+ν)W−ν +W
+ν (DµDµW−ν )]
17b 2
i φ∗φ [(DµDµW+ν)W−ν −W+ν (DµDµW−ν )]
= i φ∗φ ∂µ(W−ν
←→
DµW+ν )
2 ∗ 15 + 17a 2 φ∗φ ∂µ∂µ(W+νW−ν )
13 + 14 + 16a 2 φ∗φ ∂µ∂ν(W+µW−ν)
2 ∗ (14− 13) 2 φ
∗φ ∂µ(W−ν
←→
DνW+µ −W−µ←→DνW+ν)
= φ∗φ ∂ν(w+2 ν −w+1 ν)
21 2 εµνρσ(∂µφ
∗)(∂νφ)W+ρ W
−
σ
2 i εµνρσ∂µ(φ
∗φ) ∂ν(W+ρ W
−
σ )
∫
by parts−−−−−→ 0
22 2 εµνρσ∂µ(φ
∗φ) (W+ρ
←→
DνW−σ )
23 2 i εµνρσJµ ∂ν(W
+
ρ W
−
σ )
2 εµνρσJµ (W
+
ρ
←→
DνW−σ )
24 2 εµνρσφ∗φ (∂µW+ρ )(∂νW
−
σ )
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where the following combinations are total derivatives:
(2 ∗ 1 + 2) + 5a and 5a + (2 ∗ 15 + 17a)
11 + 8a
2 ∗ (3a + 3b + 4) + (6a + 7a)
12 + (9a + 10a)
−2 ∗ (3a− 3b) + (9b + 10b)
5b + 17b
7a− 6a + 2 ∗ (14− 13)
7b− 6b + 16b
(6a + 7a) + 2 ∗ (13 + 14 + 16a)
We also have
(2 ∗ 1 + 2) + 2 ∗ 5a + (2 ∗ 15 + 17a) = ∂µ∂µ(φ∗φW+νW−ν )
The epsilon terms enjoy the relations:
2 ∗ 21 + 23
2 ∗ 24 + 22.
A.3.7 With three derivatives
The only possible SM gauge boson that can enter the interaction terms with
three derivatives is the Z boson.
n D − 4 term
1 2 φ∗φ (∂2∂µZµ)
2 2 ∂µ(φ
∗φ) (∂2Zµ)
3 2 ∂µ(φ∗φ) (∂µ∂νZν)
4 2 Jµ (∂
2Zµ)
5 2 Jµ (∂µ∂νZ
ν)
6 2 (∂µφ∗)(∂µφ) (∂νZν)
7 2 [(∂µφ
∗)(∂νφ) + (∂νφ∗)(∂µφ)] (∂µZν)
8 2 i [(∂µφ
∗)(∂νφ)− (∂νφ∗)(∂µφ)] (∂µZν)
9 2 i εµνρσ (∂µφ
∗)(∂νφ) (∂ρZσ)
∫
by parts−−−−−→ 0
10 2 [(∂2φ∗)φ+ φ∗(∂2φ)] (∂µZµ)
11 2
−i [(∂2φ∗)φ− φ∗(∂2φ)] (∂µZµ)
= (∂µJ
µ) (∂νZ
ν)
12 2 [(∂µ∂νφ
∗)φ+ φ∗(∂µ∂νφ)] (∂µZν)
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13 2 i [(∂µ∂νφ
∗)φ− φ∗(∂µ∂νφ)] (∂µZν)
2 ∗ 6 + 10 2 ∂µ∂µ(φ∗φ) (∂νZν)
7 + 12 2 ∂µ∂ν(φ
∗φ) (∂µZν)
8− 13 2 (∂µJν) (∂µZν)
−(8 + 13) 2 (∂µJν) (∂νZµ)
14 2 [(∂2φ∗)(∂µφ) + (∂µφ∗)(∂2φ)]Zµ
15 2 i [(∂2φ∗)(∂µφ)− (∂µφ∗)(∂2φ)]Zµ
16 2
[(∂µ∂νφ
∗)(∂µφ) + (∂µφ∗)(∂µ∂νφ)]Zν
= ∂µ[(∂
νφ∗)(∂νφ)]Zµ
17 2 i [(∂µ∂νφ
∗)(∂µφ)− (∂µφ∗)(∂µ∂νφ)]Zν
18 2 [(∂2∂µφ
∗)φ+ φ∗(∂2∂µφ)]Zµ
19 2 i [(∂2∂µφ
∗)φ− φ∗(∂2∂µφ)]Zµ
14 + 16 2 ∂µ[(∂µφ
∗)(∂νφ) + (∂νφ∗)(∂µφ)]Zν
15− 17 2 i ∂µ[(∂µφ∗)(∂νφ)− (∂νφ∗)(∂µφ)]Zν
16 + 18 2 ∂µ[(∂µ∂νφ
∗)φ+ φ∗(∂µ∂νφ)]Zν
17 + 19 2 i ∂µ[(∂µ∂νφ
∗)φ− φ∗(∂µ∂νφ)]Zν
(14 + 16)+
2 ∂2∂µ(φ
∗φ)Zµ
(16 + 18)
(15− 17)−
2 (∂2Jµ)Z
µ
(17 + 19)
−(15− 17)
2 (∂µ∂νJ
µ)Zν−(17 + 19)
= −15− 19
Not all these terms are independent, due to the vanishing of the following
total derivatives:
1 + 2 and 1 + 3
6 + 16
7 + (14 + 16)
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12 + (16 + 18)
13 + (17 + 19)
2 + (7 + 12) and 3 + (7 + 12) and 3 + (2 ∗ 6 + 10)
(7 + 12) + (14 + 16) + (16 + 18) and (2 ∗ 6 + 10) + (14 + 16) + (16 + 18)
4 + (8− 13) and (8− 13) + ((15− 17)− (17 + 19))
5− (8 + 13) and −(8 + 13) + (−15− 19)
5 + 11 and 11 + (−15− 19).
A.4 Terms with four φ’s
The possible terms that are quartic in the fields φ only concern couplings to
the weak gauge bosons:
n D − 4 term
2 (φ∗φ)2 ZµZµ
2 (φ∗φ)2 (∂µZµ)
2 (φ∗φ)2W+µW−µ
2 φ∗φJµZµ
B Doublet’s Interaction Terms with SM Gauge
Bosons
We enlarge the lists provided in Appendix A to include the interactions of
an electrically charged particle D±. The neutral state, that we call here D0,
has to be identified with φ in the previous appendix. The two states can be
regarded as a weak doublet with hypercharge Y = ±1/2, also charged under
a non-SM global U(1) symmetry (e.g. the Technibarion number). We impose
invariance under this extra abelian symmetry at the Lagrangian level.
To obtain the full list of interaction-terms with the SM gauge bosons one
should consider the terms presented here and in the previous section.
We assume the Lagrangian terms to be hermitians, and to preserve Lorentz
invariance, electric charge and color gauge symmetry. We include the opera-
tors up to dimension six in the mass. For further details and the description
of the notation see Appendix A.
The photon and gluon fields enter the Lagrangian only via their field
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strengths and covariant derivatives.
B.1 Interaction with gluons only
n D − 4 term
2 D±∗D±GaµνG
µν
a
2 D±∗D±GaµνG˜
µν
a
where G˜µνa ≡ εµνρσGaρσ and Gaρσ is the gluon field strength.
B.2 Interaction with photons only
n D − 4 term
2 D±∗D±F µνFµν
2 D±∗D±F µνF˜µν
2 i (D±∗
←→
DµD±)(∂νF µν)
1 0 (DµDµD±
∗
)D± +D±∗(DµDµD±)
2 0 (DµD±∗)(DµD±)
1 + 2 ∗ 2 0 ∂µ∂µ(D±∗D±)
3 0
i [(DµDµD±
∗
)D± −D±∗(DµDµD±)]
= −i ∂µ(D±∗←→DµD±)
4 2 (DµDµDνDνD±
∗
)D± +D±∗(DµDµDνDνD±)
5 2 (DµDµDνD±
∗
)(DνD±) + (DνD±
∗
)(DµDµDνD±)
4i 2 i [(DµDµDνDνD±
∗
)D± −D±∗(DµDµDνDνD±)]
5i 2 i [(DµDµDνD±
∗
)(DνD±)− (DνD±∗)(DµDµDνD±)]
6 2 (DµDµD±
∗
)(DνDνD±)
7 2 (DµDνD±∗)(DµDνD±)
where F˜ µν ≡ εµνρσFρσ , with Fρσ the photon field strength.
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Not all the operators are independent. In fact the following linear com-
binations amount to total derivatives:
(1 + 2 ∗ 2)
3
4 + 5
4i + 5i
5 + 6
5 + 7.
B.3 Interaction with electroweak gauge bosons W , Z
and A
B.3.1 With no derivatives
n D − 4 term
0 D0
∗
D±W∓µ Z
µ + h.c.
0 i [D0
∗
D±W∓µ Z
µ − h.c.]
2 D0
∗
D±W∓µ Z
µZνZν + h.c.
2 i [D0
∗
D±W∓µ Z
µZνZν − h.c.]
2 D0
∗
D±W∓µ W
+µW−ν Z
ν + h.c.
2 i [D0
∗
D±W∓µ W
+µW−ν Z
ν − h.c.]
2 D0
∗
D±W∓µ W
+
ν W
−µZν + h.c.
2 i [D0
∗
D±W∓µ W
+
ν W
−µZν − h.c.]
0 D±∗D±ZµZµ
0 D±∗D±W+µW−µ
2 D±∗D±ZµZµZνZν
2 D±∗D±ZµZµW+νW−ν
2 D±∗D±ZµZνW+µ W
−
ν
2 D±∗D±W+µW−µ W
+νW−ν
2 D±∗D±W+µW−νW+µ W
−
ν
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B.3.2 With one derivative
To ease the notation we divide the terms in two lists:
i) the first one contains non-hermitian terms; each non-hermitian term
gives rise to two hermitian terms, namely its real and imaginary parts.
ii) in the second list all the terms are already hermitian.
n D − 4 term
0 (∂µD0
∗
)D±W∓µ
0 D0
∗
(DµD±)W∓µ
2 (∂µD0
∗
)D±W∓µ Z
νZν
2 D0
∗
(DµD±)W∓µ Z
νZν
2 D0
∗
D±W∓µ (∂
µZν)Zν
2 (∂µD
0∗)D±W∓ν Z
µZν
2 D0
∗
(DµD±)W∓ν Z
µZν
2 D0
∗
D±W∓ν (∂µZ
µ)Zν
2 D0
∗
D±W∓ν Z
µ (∂µZ
ν)
2 εµνρσD0
∗
D±W∓µ Zν (∂ρZσ)
2 D0
∗
D±W∓µ ZνF
µν
2 D0
∗
D±W∓µ ZνF˜
µν
2 (∂µD0
∗
)D±W∓µ W
±νW∓ν
2 D0
∗
(DµD±)W∓µ W
±νW∓ν
2 D0
∗
D±W∓µ (D
µW±ν)W∓ν
2 D0
∗
D±W∓µ W
±ν(DµW∓ν )
2 (∂µD
0∗)D±W∓νW±µW∓ν
2 D0
∗
(DµD±)W∓νW±µW∓ν
2 D0
∗
D± (DµW∓ν)W±µW∓ν
2 εµνρσD0
∗
D±(DµW∓ν )W
±
ρ W
∓
σ
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We use here the operators defined in A.3.2.
n D − 4 term
0 ∂µ(D
±∗D±)Zµ
0 i (D±∗
←→
DµD±)Zµ
2 ∂µ(D
±∗D±)ZµZνZν
2 i (D±∗
←→
DµD±)ZµZνZν
2 D±∗D±(∂µZµ)ZνZν
2 ∂µ(D
±∗D±)ZµW+νW−ν
2 i (D±∗
←→
DµD±)ZµW+νW−ν
2 D±∗D±(∂µZµ)W+νW−ν
2 iD±∗D±Zµ (W+ν
←→
DµW−ν )
1 2
(DµD±
∗
)D±ZνW+µW−ν +
D±∗(DµD±)ZνW+ν W
−µ
2 2
D±∗(DµD±)ZνW+µW−ν +
(DµD±
∗
)D±ZνW+ν W
−µ
1 + 2 2 ∂µ(D
±∗D±)Zνv+µν
2− 1 2 (D±∗←→DµD±)Zνv−µν
3 2 D±∗D±(∂µZν) v+
µ
ν
4 2 D±∗D±Zνw+1 ν
5 2 D±∗D±Zνw+2 ν
4 + 5 2 D±∗D±Zν(∂µv+
µ
ν )
4− 5 2 D±∗D±Zν(W−ν
←→
DµW+µ −W−µ←→DµW+ν )
6 2
i [(DµD±
∗
)D±ZνW+µW−ν −
D±∗(DµD±)ZνW+ν W
−µ]
7 2
i[D±∗(DµD±)ZνW+µW−ν −
(DµD±
∗
)D±ZνW+ν W
−µ]
6 + 7 2 i ∂µ(D
±∗D±)Zνv−µν
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7− 6 2 i (D±∗←→DµD±)Zνv+µν
8 2 iD±∗D±(∂µZν) v−
µ
ν
9 2 iD±∗D±Zνw−1 ν
10 2 iD±∗D±Zνw−2 ν
9 + 10 2 iD±∗D±Zν(∂µv−
µ
ν )
9− 10 2 iD±∗D±Zν(W−ν
←→
DµW+µ +W−µ
←→
DµW+ν )
2 εµνρσ(D±∗
←→
DµD±)ZνW+ρ W
−
σ
11 2 i εµνρσ∂µ(D
±∗D±)ZνW+ρ W
−
σ
12 2 i εµνρσD±∗D±(∂µZν)W+ρ W
−
σ
13 2 i εµνρσD±∗D±Zν ∂µ(W+ρ W
−
σ )
2 εµνρσD±∗D±Zν (W+ρ
←→
DµW−σ )
2 iD±∗D±W+µW−νFµν
2 iD±∗D±W+µW−νF˜µν
The following combinations are total derivatives:
(1 + 2) + 3 + (4 + 5)
(6 + 7) + 8 + (9 + 10)
11 + 12 + 13.
B.3.3 With two derivatives
For simplicity and readability we list here only some terms, the rest being
derived from these by permitting the derivates to act on the various fields in
different order. When below a term the symbol ‘∗’ appears this means that
the remaining terms obtained by simply changing position of the derivatives
are not displayed here but should be taken into account. One has also to
pay attention to the fact that a partial derivative turns into a covariant one
when it acts on a charged field.
n D − 4 term
2 (∂µ∂µD
0∗)D±W∓ν Z
ν + h.c.
2 *
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2 i [(∂µ∂µD
0∗)D±W∓ν Z
ν − h.c.]
2 *
2 (∂µ∂νD
0∗)D±W∓µ Z
ν + h.c.
2 *
2 i [(∂µ∂νD
0∗)D±W∓µ Z
ν − h.c.]
2 *
2 εµνρσ (∂µD
0∗) (DνD±)W∓ρ Zσ + h.c.
2 *
2 i [εµνρσ (∂µD
0∗) (DνD±)W∓ρ Zσ − h.c.]
2 *
2 (∂µD
0∗)D±W∓ν F
µν + h.c.
2 *
2 i [(∂µD
0∗)D±W∓ν F
µν − h.c.]
2 *
2 (∂µD
0∗)D±W∓ν F˜
µν + h.c.
2 *
2 i [(∂µD
0∗)D±W∓ν F˜
µν − h.c.]
2 *
1 2 [(DµDµD±
∗
)D± +D±∗ (DµDµD±)]ZνZν
2 2 (DµD±∗) (DµD±)ZνZν
1 + 2 ∗ 2 2 ∂µ∂µ(D±∗D±)ZνZν
2
i [(DµDµD±
∗
)D± −D±∗ (DµDµD±)]ZνZν
= −i ∂µ(D±∗←→DµD±)ZνZν
2 D±∗D± (∂µZν) (∂µZν)
3 2 [(DµDνD±
∗
)D± +D±∗ (DµDνD±)]ZµZν
4 2 (DµD±
∗
) (DνD±)ZµZν
3 + 2 ∗ 4 2 ∂µ∂ν(D±∗D±)ZµZν
37
2
i [(DµDνD±
∗
)D± −D±∗ (DµDνD±)]ZµZν
= −i ∂µ(D±∗←→DνD±)ZµZν
31 2 ∂µ(D
±∗D±) (∂νZµ)Zν
32 2 i (D±∗
←→
DµD±) (∂νZµ)Zν
33 2 ∂µ(D
±∗D±)Zµ(∂νZν)
34 2 i (D±∗
←→
DµD±)Zµ(∂νZν)
33 + 31 2 ∂µ(D
±∗D±) ∂ν(ZµZν)
33− 31 2 ∂µ(D±∗D±) (Zµ←→∂ν Zν)
34 + 32 2 i (D±∗
←→
DµD±) ∂ν(ZµZν)
34− 32 2 i (D±∗←→DµD±) (Zµ←→∂ν Zν)
35 2 D±∗D± (∂µZµ) (∂νZν)
36 2 D±∗D± (∂µZν) (∂νZµ)
37 2 D±∗D± (∂µ∂νZµ)Zν
35 + 36
2 D±∗D± ∂µ∂ν(ZµZν)
+2 ∗ 37
35− 36 2 D±∗D± ∂µ(Zµ←→∂ν Zν)
38 2 εµνρσ∂µ(D
±∗D±) (Zρ
←→
∂ν Zσ)
2 i εµνρσ(D±∗
←→
DµD±) (Zρ
←→
∂ν Zσ)
39 2 εµνρσD±∗D± (∂µZρ)(∂νZσ)
5 2 [(DµDµD±
∗
)D± +D±∗ (DµDµD±)]W+νW−ν
6 2 (DµD±∗) (DµD±)W+νW−ν
5 + 2 ∗ 6 2 ∂µ∂µ(D±∗D±)W+νW−ν
40 2
i [(DµDµD±
∗
)D± −D±∗ (DµDµD±)]W+νW−ν
= −i ∂µ(D±∗←→DµD±)W+νW−ν
41 2 ∂µ(D±∗D±) ∂µ(W+νW−ν )
42 2 i ∂µ(D±∗D±) (W+ν
←→
DµW−ν )
43 2 i (D±∗
←→
DµD±) ∂µ(W+νW−ν )
2 (D±∗
←→
DµD±) (W+ν
←→
DµW−ν )
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7 2 [(DµDνD±
∗
)D± +D±∗ (DµDνD±)]W+µW−ν
8a 2 (DµD±
∗
) (DνD±)W+µW−ν
8b 2 (DµD±
∗
) (DνD±)W+νW−µ
7 + 8a + 8b 2 ∂µ∂ν(D
±∗D±)W+µW−ν
(8a− 8b)/2 2 ∂µ(D±∗←→DνD±) v−µν
7i 2
i ∂µ(D
±∗←→DνD±) v+µν =
2 i [(DµDνD±
∗
)D± −D±∗ (DµDνD±)]W+µW−ν
51 2
(DµD±
∗
)D±W+µ(DνW−ν)
+D±∗(DµD±) (DνW+ν)W−µ
51i 2
i [(DµD±
∗
)D±W+µ(DνW−ν)
−D±∗(DµD±) (DνW+ν)W−µ]
52 2
(DµD±
∗
)D± (DνW+ν)W−µ
+D±∗(DµD±)W+µ(DνW−ν)
52i 2
i [(DµD±
∗
)D± (DνW+ν)W−µ
−D±∗(DµD±)W+µ(DνW−ν)]
53 2
(DµD±
∗
)D± (DνW+µ)W−ν
+D±∗(DµD±)W+ν(DνW−µ)
53i 2
i [(DµD±
∗
)D± (DνW+µ)W−ν
−D±∗(DµD±)W+ν(DνW−µ)]
54 2
(DµD±
∗
)D±W+ν(DνW−µ)
+D±∗(DµD±) (DνW+µ)W−ν
54i 2
i [(DµD±
∗
)D±W+ν(DνW−µ)
−D±∗(DµD±) (DνW+µ)W−ν ]
51 + 52 2 ∂ν(D±∗D±)w+1 ν
51− 52 2 (D±∗←→DνD±)w−1 ν
−(51i + 52i) 2 i (D±∗←→DνD±)w+1 ν
52i− 51i 2 i ∂ν(D±∗D±)w−1 ν
53 + 54 2 ∂ν(D±∗D±)w+2 ν
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53− 54 2 (D±∗←→DνD±)w−2 ν
−(53i + 54i) 2 i (D±∗←→DνD±)w+2 ν
54i− 53i 2 i ∂ν(D±∗D±)w−2 ν
61 2 D±∗D± (DµW+µ) (DνW−ν)
62 2 D±∗D± (DµW+ν) (DνW−µ)
63 2 D±∗D± (DµW+ν) (DµW−ν )
64a 2 D±∗D± [(DµDνW+µ)W−ν +W+µ (DµDνW−ν)]
64b 2
2 iD±∗D± [(DµDνW+µ)W−ν −W+µ (DµDνW−ν)]
= iD±∗D± ∂µ(W−ν
←→
DνW+µ +W−µ
←→
DνW+ν)
= iD±∗D± ∂ν(w−2 ν −w−1 ν)
65a 2 D±∗D± [(DµDµW+ν)W−ν +W
+ν (DµDµW−ν )]
65b 2
iD±∗D± [(DµDµW+ν)W−ν −W+ν (DµDµW−ν )]
= iD±∗D± ∂µ(W−ν
←→
DµW+ν )
2 ∗ 63 + 65a 2 D±∗D± ∂µ∂µ(W+νW−ν )
61 + 62 + 64a 2 D±∗D± ∂µ∂ν(W+µW−ν)
2 ∗ (62− 61) 2 D
±∗D± ∂µ(W−ν
←→
DνW+µ −W−µ←→DνW+ν)
= D±∗D± ∂ν(w+2 ν −w+1 ν)
9 2 εµνρσ(DµD±
∗
)(DνD±)W+ρ W
−
σ
10a 2
εµνρσ[(DµD±
∗
)D± (DνW+ρ )W
−
σ
−D±∗ (DµD±)W+ρ (DνW−σ )]
10b 2
i εµνρσ[(DµD±
∗
)D± (DνW+ρ )W
−
σ
+D±∗ (DµD±)W+ρ (DνW
−
σ )]
11a 2
εµνρσ[(DµD±
∗
)D±W+ρ (DνW
−
σ )
−D±∗ (DµD±) (DνW+ρ )W−σ ]
11b 2
i εµνρσ[(DµD±
∗
)D±W+ρ (DνW
−
σ )
+D±∗ (DµD±) (DνW+ρ )W
−
σ ]
−(10a + 11a) 2 εµνρσ(D±∗←→DµD±) ∂ν(W+ρ W−σ )
11a− 10a 2 εµνρσ∂µ(D±∗D±) (W+ρ
←→
DνW−σ )
40
10b + 11b 2 i εµνρσ∂µ(D
±∗D±) ∂ν(W+ρ W
−
σ )
∫
by parts−−−−−→ 0
10b− 11b 2 i εµνρσ(D±∗←→DµD±) (W+ρ
←→
DνW−σ )
12 2 εµνρσD±∗D± (DµW+ρ )(DνW
−
σ )
2 ∂µ(D
±∗D±)ZνF µν
2 D±∗D± (∂µZν)F µν
2 i (D±∗
←→
DµD±)ZνF µν
2 ∂µ(D
±∗D±)ZνF˜ µν
2 i (D±∗
←→
DµD±)ZνF˜ µν
The following combinations are total derivatives:
2 ∗ 9 + 10a + 11a and 11a− 10a + 2 ∗ 12
(3 + 2 ∗ 4) + (33 + 31) and (33 + 31) + (35 + 36 + 2 ∗ 37)
These terms enjoy the relation:
(3 + 2 ∗ 4) + 2 ∗ (33 + 31) + (35 + 36 + 2 ∗ 37) = ∂µ∂ν(D±∗D±ZµZν)
(33− 31) + (35− 36)
2 ∗ 39 + 38
(5 + 2 ∗ 6) + 41 and 41 + (2 ∗ 63 + 65a)
These terms enjoy the relation:
(5 + 2 ∗ 6) + 2 ∗ 41 + (2 ∗ 63 + 65a) = ∂µ∂µ(D±∗D±W+νW−ν )
42− 65b
43− 40
2 ∗ (7 + 8a + 8b) + (51 + 52) + (53 + 54) and (51 + 52) + (53 + 54) +
2 ∗ (61 + 62 + 64a)
These terms enjoy the relation:
(7+8a+8b)+(51+52)+(53+54)+(61+62+64a) = ∂µ∂ν(D
±∗D±W+µW−ν )
(51− 52) + (53− 54) + (8a− 8b)/2
41
−(51i + 52i)− (53i + 54i) + 7i
(51 + 52)− (53 + 54)− 2 ∗ (62− 61) and (52i− 51i)− (54i− 53i)− 64b.
B.3.4 With three derivatives
Only one weak boson field at a time can enter the terms with three deriva-
tives. The interaction terms involving the photon and the W are
n D − 4 term
2 (∂µ∂µ∂
νD0
∗
)D±W∓ν + h.c.
2 *
2 i [(∂µ∂µ∂
νD0
∗
)D±W∓ν − h.c.]
2 *
2 εµνρσ (∂µD
0∗) (DνD±) (DρW∓σ ) + h.c.
∫
by parts−−−−−→ 0
2 i εµνρσ [(∂µD
0∗) (DνD±) (DρW∓σ )− h.c.]
∫
by parts−−−−−→ 0
The interaction terms involving the photon and the Z are instead
n D − 4 term
1 2 D±∗D± (∂2∂µZµ)
2 2 ∂µ(D
±∗D±) (∂2Zµ)
3 2 ∂µ(D±∗D±) (∂µ∂νZν)
4 2 i (D±∗
←→
DµD±) (∂2Zµ)
5 2 i (D±∗
←→
DµD±) (∂µ∂νZν)
6 2 (DµD±∗)(DµD±) (∂νZν)
7 2 [(DµD±
∗
)(DνD±) + (DνD±
∗
)(DµD±)] (∂µZν)
8 2 i [(DµD±
∗
)(DνD±)− (DνD±∗)(DµD±)] (∂µZν)
9 2 i εµνρσ (DµD±
∗
)(DνD±) (∂ρZσ)
∫
by parts−−−−−→ 0
10 2 [(D2D±∗)D± +D±∗(D2D±)] (∂µZµ)
42
11 2
−i [(D2D±∗)D± −D±∗(D2D±)] (∂µZµ)
= i ∂µ(D
±∗←→DµD±) (∂νZν)
12 2 [(DµDνD±
∗
)D± +D±∗(DµDνD±)] (∂µZν)
13 2 i [(DµDνD±
∗
)D± −D±∗(DµDνD±)] (∂µZν)
2 ∗ 6 + 10 2 ∂µ∂µ(D±∗D±) (∂νZν)
7 + 12 2 ∂µ∂ν(D
±∗D±) (∂µZν)
8− 13 2 i ∂µ(D±∗←→DνD±) (∂µZν)
−(8 + 13) 2 i ∂µ(D±∗←→DνD±) (∂νZµ)
14 2 [(D2D±∗)(DµD±) + (DµD±
∗
)(D2D±)]Zµ
15 2 i [(D2D±∗)(DµD±)− (DµD±∗)(D2D±)]Zµ
16 2
[(DµDνD±
∗
)(DµD±) + (DµD±∗)(DµDνD±)]Zν
= ∂µ[(DνD±
∗
)(DνD±)]Zµ
17 2 i [(DµDνD±
∗
)(DµD±)− (DµD±∗)(DµDνD±)]Zν
18 2 [(D2DµD±
∗
)D± +D±∗(D2DµD±)]Zµ
19 2 i [(D2DµD±
∗
)D± −D±∗(D2DµD±)]Zµ
14 + 16 2 ∂µ[(DµD±
∗
)(DνD±) + (DνD±
∗
)(DµD±)]Zν
15− 17 2 i ∂µ[(DµD±∗)(DνD±)− (DνD±∗)(DµD±)]Zν
16 + 18 2 ∂µ[(DµDνD±
∗
)D± +D±∗(DµDνD±)]Zν
17 + 19 2 i ∂µ[(DµDνD±
∗
)D± −D±∗(DµDνD±)]Zν
(14 + 16)+
2 ∂2∂µ(D
±∗D±)Zµ
(16 + 18)
(15− 17)−
2 i ∂2(D±∗
←→
DµD±)Zµ
(17 + 19)
−(15− 17)
2 i ∂µ∂ν(D
±∗←→DµD±)Zν−(17 + 19)
= −15− 19
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The following linear combinations are total derivatives:
1 + 2 and 1 + 3
6 + 16
7 + (14 + 16)
12 + (16 + 18)
13 + (17 + 19)
2 + (7 + 12) and 3 + (7 + 12) and 3 + (2 ∗ 6 + 10)
(7 + 12) + (14 + 16) + (16 + 18) and (2 ∗ 6 + 10) + (14 + 16) + (16 + 18)
4 + (8− 13) and (8− 13) + ((15− 17)− (17 + 19))
5− (8 + 13) and −(8 + 13) + (−15− 19)
5 + 11 and 11 + (−15− 19).
B.4 Terms with four D’s
B.4.1 With no derivatives
n D − 4 term
2 D0
∗
D0 (D0
∗
D±W∓µ +D
0D±∗W±µ )Z
µ
2 iD0
∗
D0 (D0
∗
D±W∓µ −D0D±∗W±µ )Zµ
2 D0
∗
D0D±∗D±ZµZµ
2 D0
∗
D0D±∗D±W+µW−µ
2 D0
∗
D0
∗
D±D±W∓µW∓µ +D
0D0D±∗D±∗W±µW±µ
2 i (D0
∗
D0
∗
D±D±W∓µW∓µ −D0D0D±∗D±∗W±µW±µ )
2 D±∗D±(D0∗D±W∓µ +D
0D±∗W±µ )Z
µ
2 iD±∗D±(D0∗D±W∓µ −D0D±∗W±µ )Zµ
2 D±∗D±D±∗D±ZµZµ
2 D±∗D±D±∗D±W+µW−µ
B.4.2 With one derivative
As in B.3.2 we separate the list of terms in two parts, the first with non-
hermitian terms (all the hermitian terms can then be derived from these by
taking their real and imaginary parts), and the second with hermitian terms.
The non-hermitian terms are:
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n D − 4 term
2 (∂µD
0∗)D0D0∗D±W∓µ
2 D0
∗
(∂µD
0)D0
∗
D±W∓µ
2 D0
∗
D0D0
∗
(DµD±)W∓µ
2 (∂µD
0∗)D±D±∗D±W∓µ
2 D0
∗
(DµD±)D±∗D±W∓µ
2 D0
∗
D±(DµD±∗)D±W∓µ
2 D0
∗
D±D±∗(DµD±)W∓µ
The hermitian terms are:
n D − 4 term
2 ∂µ(D
0∗D0)D±∗D±Zµ
2 JµD
±∗D±Zµ
2 D0
∗
D0 ∂µ(D
±∗D±)Zµ
2 iD0
∗
D0 (D±∗
←→
DµD±)Zµ
2 ∂µ(D
±∗D±)D±∗D±Zµ
2 i (D±∗
←→
DµD±)D±
∗
D±Zµ
where Jµ = iD
0∗←→∂µD0 as defined in Appendix A.
B.4.3 With two derivatives
In the following we mark with a ♠ those operators that do not describe inter-
actions of the doublet with the SM particles, constituting therefore doublet
self-interaction terms. We list them here because they combine with other
terms to yield total derivatives vanishing upon integration by parts. We refer
to these combinations at the bottom of the table. All the terms appearing
here are included in the list of the doublet’s self-interaction terms (54).
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n D − 4 term
♠ 4 2 ∂µ(D0∗D0) ∂µ(D±∗D±)
5 2 i ∂µ(D0
∗
D0) (D±∗
←→
DµD±)
2 i Jµ(D±∗
←→
DµD±)
7 2 D0
∗
D0 (DµD±∗)(DµD±)
8 2 D0
∗
D0 [(DµDµD±
∗
)D± +D±∗ (DµDµD±)]
♠ 2 ∗ 7 + 8 2 D0∗D0 ∂µ∂µ(D±∗D±)
9 2
iD0
∗
D0 [(DµDµD±
∗
)D± −D±∗ (DµDµD±)]
= −iD0∗D0 ∂µ(D±∗←→DµD±)
21 2 [(DµDµD±
∗
)D± +D±∗(DµDµD±)]D±
∗
D±
2
i [(DµDµD±
∗
)D± −D±∗(DµDµD±)]D±∗D±
= −i ∂µ(D±∗←→DµD±)D±∗D±
23 2 (DµD±∗)(DµD±)D±
∗
D±
♠ 21 + 2 ∗ 23 2 ∂µ∂µ(D±∗D±)D±∗D±
2 (D±∗
←→
DµD±) (D±∗
←→
DµD±)
The following linear combination is a total derivative no longer depending
on the SM fields:
4 + (2 ∗ 7 + 8)
and therefore is a ♠ type of operator.We still have the following combination
which is a total derivative involving the SM fields:
5− 9.
C Triplet’s Interaction Terms with SM Gauge
Bosons
We enlarge further the list of operators given in the two previous appendices
allowing the contemporary presence of a positive and a negative charged
state, beside the neutral one. These three states fit in an isotriplet (T+, T 0, T−).
The full list of interaction terms between its components and the SM gauge
bosons is now given by the terms presented in this section plus those listed
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in Appendix A and B, provided one identifies the same electric charge com-
ponents: φ = D0 = T 0 and D± = T±. While in the case of the doublet only
one charged component was present, namely D+ or D−, now both electric
charges appear at the same time as T+ and T−. Therefore in considering
the terms in Appendix B both signs have to be taken into account. In the
same way, whenever a ± or ∓ appear in the terms listed below, both the
possibilities have to be considered.
Like the singlet and the doublet, also the triplet is charged under a non-SM
global U(1) symmetry (e.g. the Technibarion number). We impose invari-
ance under this extra abelian symmetry at the Lagrangian level. The full list
of interactions of these DM particles with the SM gauge bosons is given by
the operators presented in this and the two previous appendices. We consider
hermitian operators preserving Lorentz invariance, electric charge and color
gauge symmetry up to dimension (D) six in the mass. For further details
and the description of the notation see Appendix A.
To insure invariance under U(1)EM and SU(3)c the photon and gluon
fields can only enter the Lagrangian in the form of field strength terms and
covariant derivatives.
C.1 Interaction with electroweak gauge bosons W , Z
and A
C.1.1 With no derivatives
n D − 4 term
0 T+
∗
T−W+µW+µ + T
−∗T+W−µW−µ
0 i (T+
∗
T−W+µW+µ − T−∗T+W−µW−µ )
2 (T+
∗
T−W+µW+µ + T
−∗T+W−µW−µ )Z
νZν
2 i (T+
∗
T−W+µW+µ − T−∗T+W−µW−µ )ZνZν
2 (T+
∗
T−W+µ W
+
ν + T
−∗T+W−µ W
−
ν )Z
µZν
2 i (T+
∗
T−W+µ W
+
ν − T−∗T+W−µ W−ν )ZµZν
2 (T+
∗
T−W+µW+µ + T
−∗T+W−µW−µ )W
+νW−ν
2 i (T+
∗
T−W+µW+µ − T−∗T+W−µW−µ )W+νW−ν
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C.1.2 With one derivative
n D − 4 term
14 2 [(DµT+
∗
)T−W+νW+ν + T
−∗(DµT+)W−νW−ν ]Z
µ
14i 2 i [(DµT+
∗
)T−W+νW+ν − T−∗(DµT+)W−νW−ν ]Zµ
15 2 [(DµT−
∗
)T+W−νW−ν + T
+∗(DµT−)W+νW+ν ]Z
µ
15i 2 i [(DµT−
∗
)T+W−νW−ν − T+∗(DµT−)W+νW+ν ]Zµ
14 + 15 2 [Dµ(T+
∗
T−)W+νW+ν +Dµ(T
−∗T+)W−νW−ν ]Z
µ
15− 14 2 [(T+∗←→DµT−)W+νW+ν − (T−∗
←→
DµT+)W−νW−ν ]Z
µ
−(14i + 15i) 2 i [(T+∗←→DµT−)W+νW+ν + (T−∗
←→
DµT+)W−νW−ν ]Z
µ
14i− 15i 2 i [Dµ(T+∗T−)W+νW+ν −Dµ(T−∗T+)W−νW−ν ]Zµ
2 [T+
∗
T−W+νW+ν + T
−∗T+W−νW−ν ] (∂µZ
µ)
2 i [T+
∗
T−W+νW+ν − T−∗T+W−νW−ν ] (∂µZµ)
24 2 [(DµT+
∗
)T−W+µW+ν + T
−∗(DµT+)W−µW−ν ]Z
ν
24i 2 i [(DµT+
∗
)T−W+µW+ν − T−∗(DµT+)W−µW−ν ]Zν
25 2 [(DµT−
∗
)T+W−µW−ν + T
+∗(DµT−)W+µW+ν ]Z
ν
25i 2 i [(DµT−
∗
)T+W−µW−ν − T+∗(DµT−)W+µW+ν ]Zν
24 + 25 2 [Dµ(T+
∗
T−)W+µW+ν +Dµ(T
−∗T+)W−µW−ν ]Z
ν
25− 24 2 [(T+∗←→DµT−)W+µW+ν − (T−∗
←→
DµT+)W−µW−ν ]Z
ν
−(24i + 25i) 2 i [(T+∗←→DµT−)W+µW+ν + (T−∗
←→
DµT+)W−µW−ν ]Z
ν
24i− 25i 2 i [Dµ(T+∗T−)W+µW+ν −Dµ(T−∗T+)W−µW−ν ]Zν
31 2 [T+
∗
T− (DµW+µ)W+ν + T
−∗T+ (DµW−µ)W−ν ]Z
ν
31i 2 i [T+
∗
T− (DµW+µ)W+ν − T−∗T+ (DµW−µ)W−ν ]Zν
32 2 [T+
∗
T−W+µ(DµW+ν ) + T
−∗T+W−µ(DµW−ν )]Z
ν
32i 2 i [T+
∗
T−W+µ(DµW+ν )− T−∗T+W−µ(DµW−ν )]Zν
31 + 32 2 [T+
∗
T−Dµ(W+µW+ν ) + T
−∗T+Dµ(W−µW−ν )]Z
ν
32− 31 2 [T+∗T− (W+µ←→DµW+ν ) + T−∗T+ (W−µ
←→
DµW−ν )]Z
ν
31i + 32i 2 i [T+
∗
T−Dµ(W+µW+ν )− T−∗T+Dµ(W−µW−ν )]Zν
32i− 31i 2 i [T+∗T− (W+µ←→DµW+ν )− T−∗T+ (W−µ
←→
DµW−ν )]Z
ν
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33 2 [T+
∗
T−W+µW+ν + T
−∗T+W−µW−ν ] (∂µZ
ν)
33i 2 i [T+
∗
T−W+µW+ν − T−∗T+W−µW−ν ] (∂µZν)
2 εµνρσ[T+
∗
T− (DµW+ν )W
+
ρ + T
−∗T+ (DµW−ν )W
−
ρ ]Zσ
2 i εµνρσ[T+
∗
T− (DµW+ν )W
+
ρ − T−∗T+ (DµW−ν )W−ρ ]Zσ
Not all these operators are independent, in fact the following linear combi-
nations amount to total derivatives:
(24 + 25) + (31 + 32) + 33
(24i− 25i) + (31i + 32i) + 33i.
C.1.3 With two derivatives
We use here the notation introduced in section B.3.3: we list only some
terms, the rest being derived from these by permitting the derivates to act
on the various fields in different order. When below a term the symbol ‘∗’
appears this means that the remaining terms obtained by simply changing
position of the derivatives are not displayed here but should be taken into
account. One has also to pay attention to the fact that a partial derivative
turns into a covariant one when it acts on a charged field.
n D − 4 term
2 (DµDµT±
∗
)T∓W±νW±ν + h.c.
2 *
2 i [(DµDµT±
∗
)T∓W±νW±ν − h.c.]
2 *
2 (DµDνT±
∗
)T∓W±µW±ν + h.c.
2 *
2 i [(DµDνT±
∗
)T∓W±µW±ν − h.c.]
2 *
2 εµνρσ (DµT±
∗
)(DνT∓)W±ρ W
±
σ + h.c.
2 *
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2 i εµνρσ [(DµT±
∗
)(DνT∓)W±ρ W
±
σ − h.c.]
2 *
C.2 Terms with four T ’s
C.2.1 With no derivatives
n D − 4 term
2 (T 0
∗
T 0
∗
T±T∓ + T 0T 0T±∗T∓∗)ZµZµ
2 i (T 0
∗
T 0
∗
T±T∓ − T 0T 0T±∗T∓∗)ZµZµ
2 (T 0
∗
T 0
∗
T±T∓ + T 0T 0T±∗T∓∗)W+µW−µ
2 i (T 0
∗
T 0
∗
T±T∓ − T 0T 0T±∗T∓∗)W+µW−µ
2 T 0
∗
T 0(T+
∗
T−W+µW+µ + T
−∗T+W−µW−µ )
2 i T 0
∗
T 0(T+
∗
T−W+µW+µ − T−∗T+W−µW−µ )
2 T±∗T±(T 0∗T∓W±µ + T
0T∓∗W∓µ )Z
µ
2 i T±∗T±(T 0∗T∓W±µ − T 0T∓∗W∓µ )Zµ
2 T+
∗
T+T−∗T−ZµZµ
2 T+
∗
T+T−∗T−W+µW−µ
2 T±∗T± (T+∗T−W+µW+µ + T
−∗T+W−µW−µ )
2 i T±∗T± (T+∗T−W+µW+µ − T−∗T+W−µW−µ )
C.2.2 With one derivative
As in B.3.2 we ease the notation by dividing the terms in two lists:
i) the first one contains non-hermitian terms; each non-hermitian term
gives rise to two hermitian terms, namely its real and imaginary parts.
ii) in the second list all the terms are already hermitian.
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n D − 4 term
2 (∂µT
0∗)T+T 0∗T−Zµ
2 T 0
∗
(DµT+)T 0
∗
T−Zµ
2 T 0
∗
T+T 0
∗
(DµT−)Zµ
2 (∂µT
0∗)T±T±∗T∓W±µ
2 T 0
∗
(DµT±)T±∗T∓W±µ
2 T 0
∗
T±(DµT±∗)T∓W±µ
2 T 0
∗
T±T±∗(DµT∓)W±µ
n D − 4 term
2 ∂µ(T
+∗T+)T−∗T−Zµ
2 i (T+
∗←→DµT+)T−∗T−Zµ
2 T+
∗
T+∂µ(T
−∗T−)Zµ
2 i T+
∗
T+(T−∗
←→
DµT−)Zµ
C.2.3 With two derivatives
Using the notation introduced in section B.4.3 we mark with a ♠ those
operators that do not actually describe interactions of the multiplet with SM
particles, but only interactions between the components of the DM multiplet
themselves. All the terms appearing here are included in the list of the
triplet’s self-interaction terms (93).
n D − 4 term
14 2 ∂µ(T 0T 0) (DµT+
∗
)T−∗ + h.c.
14i 2 i [∂µ(T 0T 0) (DµT+
∗
)T−∗ − h.c.]
15 2 ∂µ(T 0T 0)T+
∗
(DµT−
∗
) + h.c.
15i 2 i [∂µ(T 0T 0)T+
∗
(DµT−
∗
)− h.c.]
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♠ 14 + 15 2 ∂µ(T 0T 0) ∂µ(T+∗T−∗) + h.c.
♠ 14i + 15i 2 i [∂µ(T 0T 0) ∂µ(T+∗T−∗)− h.c.]
15− 14 2 ∂µ(T 0T 0) (T+∗←→DµT−∗) + h.c.
15i− 14i 2 i [∂µ(T 0T 0) (T+∗←→DµT−∗)− h.c.]
17 2 T 0T 0 (DµT+∗)(DµT−
∗
) + h.c.
17i 2 i [T 0T 0 (DµT+∗)(DµT−
∗
)− h.c.]
31 2 [(DµDµT+
∗
)T+ + T+
∗
(DµDµT+)]T−
∗
T−
32 2
i [(DµDµT+
∗
)T+ − T+∗(DµDµT+)]T−∗T−
= −i ∂µ(T+∗←→DµT+)T−∗T−
33 2 (DµT+∗)(DµT+)T−
∗
T−
♠ 31 + 2 ∗ 33 2 ∂µ∂µ(T+∗T+)T−∗T−
♠ 34 2 ∂µ(T+∗T+) ∂µ(T−∗T−)
35 2 i ∂µ(T+
∗
T+) (T−∗
←→
DµT−)
36 2 i (T+
∗←→DµT+) ∂µ(T−∗T−)
2 (T+
∗←→DµT+) (T−∗←→DµT−)
37 2 T+
∗
T+ (DµT−∗)(DµT−)
38 2 T+
∗
T+ [(DµDµT−
∗
)T− + T−∗ (DµDµT−)]
♠ 2 ∗ 37 + 38 2 T+∗T+ ∂µ∂µ(T−∗T−)
39 2
i T+
∗
T+ [(DµDµT−
∗
)T− − T−∗ (DµDµT−)]
= −i T+∗T+ ∂µ(T−∗←→DµT−)
The following combinations are total derivatives not involving SM fields
and therefore ♠ objects:
(31 + 2 ∗ 33) + 34
34 + (2 ∗ 37 + 38)
These terms enjoy the relation:
(31 + 2 ∗ 33) + 2 ∗ 34 + (2 ∗ 37 + 38) = ∂µ∂µ(T+∗T+ T−∗T−).
The operators forming total derivatives and involving SM fields are:
35− 39
36− 32.
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